Does your team need FRESH inspiration?

Andrea provides immediately doable solutions for the challenges dental teams face TODAY.

*Dynamic courses focused on team building, patient retention, and increasing revenue.*
What if you had current, practical strategies for energizing and focusing your team?

“Andrea can grab the attention of any audience -- Her experience and depth of knowledge in dentistry keeps you captivated and wanting to learn more and her passion motivates others. I would highly recommend Andrea as your next guest speaker.”

-Kristen Rose, RDHBS

“Andrea is outstanding at the podium. She connects with her audience, has timely, relevant material, and presents in a well-organized manner. I would highly recommend.”

-Ray Scott DDS, President, Carus Dental
Hygiene Engaged

Are you and your Hygiene Team operating on autopilot, feeling unengaged and uninspired with daily clinical practice? Many of us fear the dreaded two words that have come to be synonymous with clinical dental hygiene practice; burn out. Burn out is a real threat to our careers if we don’t take steps to avoid it. It is not however, inevitable, and you don’t have to leave clinical practice to breathe fresh life back into your career.

If all you have tried just isn’t enough to ignite your passion for hygiene again, join Andrea for some easy ways to get motivated and keep your clinical career going strong!

SKILL GAINS

- Learn proven, immediately doable techniques that combat career burn out and boredom.

- Hone in on your strengths and passions to find your perfect clinical hygiene career niche.

- Recognize ways to invest in your patient’s oral health and remain energized to get them healthy.

THIS COURSE COUNTS AS 3 CEU’s
Hygiene Empowered

It is a well-known fact that in the United States, our healthcare system is generally focused on the treatment of disease, rather than the prevention of it. In our system of treatment focused healthcare delivery, Dental Hygienists, as disease prevention experts, stand out from the crowd. With the prevalence of oral diseases and their systemic ramifications on the rise, hygienists will be called on to champion prevention in their practices.

In this course, Andrea will show hygienists and the team members they work with how to implement practical, proven measures that save patients time, money, and the pain of dental disease.

SKILL GAINS

- Learn how to implement the latest in non-invasive screening and risk assessment tools for dental disease.

- Discover ways to lead your practice in implementing preventative measures.

- Learn to deliver low cost preventative measures that improve patient’s oral and overall health, at the same time, increase practice revenue.

THIS COURSE COUNTS AS 6 CEU’s.
THIS COURSE CAN ALSO BE ABBREVIATED TO COUNT AS 3 CEU’s.
AUDIENCE- Hygienists, Dentists, Assistants
Speaking

Arkansas Dental Association Annual Meeting April 2015
Arkansas Oral and Maxiofacial Surgery Center Annual Session February 2015
Lakeside Dental Care New Orleans 2013, 2014
Oklahoma Dental Group 2012, 2013
First Choice Dental Group- Madison, WI 2015
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Meet Andrea

Andrea Kowalczyk, RDH, BS has been in the dental field for 20 years. She holds a postgraduate certificate in Dental Hygiene Mentoring from O’Hehir University. She is a member of the American Academy of Dental Hygiene, and The American Dental Hygiene Association. Andrea’s background as a Dental Hygiene Mentor for a large dental group has allowed her to create and present continuing education courses for dental professionals, and she is currently an approved independent CE provider through the American Academy of Dental Hygiene.

Andrea was selected to participate in the American Dental Partners Leadership Institute, an intensive four-year leadership development program, and was named the 2011 National Dental Hygiene Leader of the Year at American Dental Partners.

Today, she is a Senior Hygiene Performance Coach with Enhanced Hygiene and is a published dental hygiene author, appearing in RDH Magazine, Efficiency in Group Practice, Dental Practice Management, and Modern

“Andrea is a great speaker and kept my attention. It is material I will use in my daily routine.”

- Katy Rogers, RDH
Andrea Kowalczyk, RDH, BS

Phone: 321.759.5616

Email: andrea@enhancedhygiene.com